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DESIGNER’S EDGE MILLWORK: DOME INSTALLATION

WALL and CEILING PREPARATION: 

Please keep in mind that Designer’s Edge Millwork domes should be used for decorative purposes only, not to  
provide structural support.

Prior to installing the dome, make sure your walls are:

Dust Free Dry Grease Free Flat ceiling, sand and wash surface.

ADHESIVE and FILLER:

Eco-bond adhesive and joint filler.  
Paintable, eco-friendly, and hypoallergenic. Adhesive on ceiling.

INSTALLATION:

PREPARING THE CEILING
Trace the outline of the dome.
Invert the dome and trace ceiling.
TIP: If you prefer, use the large flattened section 
of the cardboard packaging shipped to make a 
template.

A) Framing members.
B) Double members on each side and perpendicular to ceiling joist.
C) Over the top to hold electrical box (see drawing)

CUTTING THE ROUGH OPENING
For frame and wallboard construction: 
Cut wallboard and remove necessary 
sections of joist. Add as needed for 
support.
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SECURING THE DOME.
FRAME AND WALLBOARD CONSTRUCTION:
Apply an even bead of polyurethane multi-purpose 
adhesive/filler MP-25-ADH on the inside of the dome 
rim.

Raise the dome into position, and secure into the 
rough opening framing, driving non-corrosive  
fasteners (trim screws) up through the rim, through 
the ceiling and into the framing. Slightly countersink 
fasteners, so that you can cover the heads with  
adhesive filler for a finished appearance.

Fill edges, nail heads and any other minor imperfections 
with MP-25-ADH adhesive/filler.

If installing a light fixture, you must support the fixture with additional framing that is properly attached to the ceiling or  
suspended ceiling support system.

Drill from the front side.
Insert screws through the dome into the wallboard 
or framing.

Use non-corrosive screws or nails.
Domes can be secured into sheetrock or wood.

NOTE: LIGHT FIXTURE IS SUPPORTED BY THE FRAMING, NOT BY THE DOME

After adhesive/filler has dried, sand any minor surface 
imperfections. Finish with any quality latex or oil-based 
paint for a beautiful appearance.  
DO NOT USE LACQUER PAINTS

FOR SUSPENDED CEILING SYSTEM
Locate the center point of the dome. You can find the 
center of the dome by using strings.

Once you have found 
the center point, drill or 
cut the proper size hole 
in the dome for any light 
fixture. When installing 
into a suspended ceiling 
system, use a wood block, 
into which the suspension 
wires are secured. Screw 
from the inside of the 

dome through the wood block that is positioned on the 
topside of the dome.
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Model Outside Diameter Inside Diameter
Approximate Rough 
Opening Diameter

Minimum Rough  
Opening Diameter

DEM-908 35-7/16” 27-9/16” 31-1/2” 3-15/16”+2”

DEM-911 39-3/8” 32- 5/16” 35-13/16” 10”+2”

DEM-912 39-3/8” 32- 5/16” 35-13/16” 10”+2”

DEM-915 44-1/2” 35-13/16” 40-3/16” 3-15/16”+2”

DEM-918 52-3/4” 45-1/4” 49” 14-9/16”+2”

DEM-919 52-3/4” 45-1/4” 49” 14-9/16”+2”

DEM-922 60-1/4” 49-3/16” 54-3/4” 15-9/16”+2”

DEM-923 62-3/16” 60-5/8” 61-7/16” 15-3/8”+2”

DEM-926 70-7/8” 63-3/4” 67-5/16” 14-3/16”+2”

DEM-929 80-5/16” 71-5/8” 76” 19-11/16”+2”

DEM-905 26-15/16” 25” 26” 3-15/16”+2”

These sizes are approximate, please refrain from cutting the hole until you have the actual dome for exact measurement.  
Please note that actual rough opening depth depends on installation of wood support to hang the ceiling dome.


